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Got beer? This comprehensive, fully illustrated volume on beer by two of the world's leading

authorities is more than just an in-depth history of this delightful beverage--its origins, brewing

methods and technologies, trends, and more--from ancient times until the present day. It is also a

detailed overview of more than 500 of the greatest beers from around the world, with sections

devoted to major beer-producing countries and regions, including information on craft brewing,

emerging markets, extreme beers, future-trend forecasts, and more.
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The global history of beer is presented in this engaging and attractive volume. Excellent color

photographs accompany the text, which offers information on buying and drinking beer, as well as a

geographic survey of beers around the world. Other topics covered include the various types of

beer, brewing methods and technologies, trends, brands, and more. Beer aficionados will enjoy

reading the tasting notes for more than 500 beers, while newbies will learn quite a bit about the

origins and complexities of beer. Public and academic libraries will want this for their circulating

collections. --Rebecca Vnuk

"The ultimate glossy resource. The authors cover beers from over 35 countries, and include tasting

notes for over 500 international beers. Maps and color photographs take beer-loving readers on a

comprehensive, fact-filled tour." -- Publishers Weekly ("This Holiday Season's Standout Beer

Books.")Ã‚Â "The global history of beer is presented in this engaging and attractive volume.



Excellent color photographs accompany the text, which offers information on buying and drinking

beer, as well as a geographic survey of beers around the world. Other topics covered include the

various types of beer, brewing methods and technologies, trends, brands, and more. Beer

aficionados will enjoy reading the tasting notes for more than 500 beers, while newbies will learn

quite a bit about the origins and complexities of beer.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€•BooklistÃ‚Â 

This is my favorite coffee table book and the first book my friends read if they're sitting on my couch.

It is very well written for a book about beer and the pictures are fantastic. By far the nicest designed

book in this category.

Looks like a good book and especially at this price with the newer version being release. However,

as many others have mentioned, mine arrived damaged. Loose in a box that allowed it to fly around

and damage the cover. It looks like it was handly roughly before that as well. I threw away the outer

cover but I expect better packaging from .

The amount of attention paid to cocktails, whiskey, wine, and others is a flood compared with the

drips and drops of books on beer. Instead, beer enthusiasts depend on festivals, magazines, blogs,

beer labels and other random sources to learn about the world of beer. Now, however, we have a

new and wonderful resource that will be a companion on my beer journeys, whether they go from

the fridge to the couch or across oceans.Beaumont and Webb build on Jackson's classic

35-year-old World Guide to Beer. They cover basics like charting where beer comes from, how it's

made, what goes in it, who makes it, and, most interestingly to me, where it's made. Open up the

book to a random page or look up a specific term--either way you're going to come out of the book

knowing more than when you went in.The scope is broad, yet focused. It succeeds in drawing a

clear and detailed portrait of where brewing is around the world today. Maps, pictures, charts and

other graphics help keep interest high and get a lot of important information out there.It's amazing to

me how clearly the authors document the explosive and ongoing growth that is occurring in beer

consumption, creation, and distribution. We can now enjoy more beer varieties from more breweries

in more countries than ever. We are truly blessed with beer today, and this book celebrates the craft

beer revolution for which I am very, very grateful.

Gave this as a gift -- have not received any comments



The boyfriend loved it; great book for any beer lover.

Wonderful book however it was delivered damage. This was not due to transit as the dust cover

itself was torn and not treated well.Not pleased and was unable to leave product feedback

love it

got this book for one of the doctors I work with and he loved it. This book is great for the beer

drinker who loves all kinds of beer and has everything !!! It was bigger than I had expected and lots

of pages and colored pictures !!! You will not be disappointed !!!
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